Move past the era
of spreadsheets
and siloed portals.
Eliminate the frustration of
managing your suppliers’ data and
simplify your procurement process
with graphite™Connect.

THE PROBLEM

THE SOLUTION

Procurement suffers from
confusing, inﬂexible, and
time wasting solutions.

Suppliers own their data,
saving you time, money,
and frustration.

The procurement industry is bogged down by endless
supplier surveys and constantly out-of-date
spreadsheets. Current solutions are no help as their
data is sequestered into disconnected silos and
require a large amount of administrative work to
manage data.

Frustrated by these archaic and costly approaches, our
vision is to simplify how companies connect and
transact with one another. Architected around the
power of social networks, graphite™Connect allows
companies to harness the speed and ease of one-tomany relationships. Buyers no longer own the
responsibility or cost of updating supplier data and no
time is wasted chasing survey responses.

Procurement teams, tasked with chasing suppliers
and manually updating their master vendor data,
spend hours, budget, and human resources on tasks
that bring little value to the company. As a company’s
supplier network grows, so do the hours needed to
spend managing supplier data.
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Joining graphite™Connect enables quick supplier
onboarding, central connection administration, easy
data and risk management, as well as full supplier
lifecycle management.

graphiteConnect

LESS FRICTION, MORE BUSINESS

A best-of-class solution designed
with the power of social networks.

Current business process

Beneﬁts of
graphiteConnect

graphiteConnect process

Quick onboarding

Secure, accurate bank and tax data

No redundant onboarding surveys

Simpliﬁed regulatory compliance

Businesses manage and control
their own supplier data

Better risk management

Simple. Standardized. Secure.

Questions or to schedule a demo:



Secure environment

Universal proﬁles

Fully compliant to Payment Card
Industry (PCI) information security
standards, and supports both single sign
on (SSO) and two-factor authentication.

Customizable proﬁles built with
industry-agnostic data makes it easy to
eliminate archaic onboarding surveys
and connect faster than ever before.

Easier compliance reviews

Many-to-many network

Set reminders to follow up on key
concerns with suppliers and quickly
collaborate with internal teams,
external teams, or both.

Companies manage their own proﬁles
and share data at their discretion. Teams
get notiﬁcations and stay up-to-date as
information changes.

Fast implementation

Easy data export

No complicated setup or professional
services required. Companies can
begin connecting with existing
networks immediately.

Organizations can easily extract and
automatically update key data in their
ERP vendor master or other system.
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contact@graphiteconnect.com



(385) 484-8741



graphiteconnect.com

